
 TECHNICAL DATA
FRAME Material Extruded aluminum

 SIT LOW TABLE 97 Finish Polyester powder coating

 Designer: Andrés Bluth 

TABLE TOP Aluminum plate (polyester powder coating)

  97x92x35 cm Chocolate, white or stone  lacquered temperd glass 8mm.

  38,2"x36,2x13,8" Iroko wood

Dekton porcelain 10mm

HPL Compact 10mm.: Solid phenolic core laminate.

HPL and Dekton for its self has supporting capability,

resistance to humidity, strength and dimensional 

stability. Resistant to cigarettes burns, staining,

chemicals and abrasion.

PAINTING COLORS Powder coating colors More than 15 availables p. coating colors in our Bivaq current catalog. 

ADITIONAL ITEMS Waterproof cover

MANTEINANCE Powder coating aluminum Clean the surface regularly with warm water and neutral soap.

Dekton, HPL Compact Use a non-abrasive sponge or cloth.

Rinse with plenty of water immediately after cleaning.

Iroko wood Iroko may change color or even crack due to humidity levels 

and sudden changes in temperature. Iroko undergoes  a

natural process of oxidation that affects its color, which 

turns a silver-grey shade. Iroko furniture is treated with a waterproof 

sealant. We recommend treating the wood twice a year:

1. Dampen a rag with soap solution and gently wipe the surface of

 the wood. The soap solution will free the surface of dust and

contaminating agents from pollution. 

 Av. J.V. Foix 72-74 2.  Once the soap solution has dried we will proceed to the application 

 08034 Barcelona of the Cromaprotect water based re-toner. Dampen a sponge with the 

 Spain re-toner and apply onto the surface of the wood you want to treat. 

 Tel.: +34 93 205 75 95

 info@bivaq.com BOX WEIGHT - VOLUME 22 kg (compact) / 19 kg (aluminum) / 23 kg (iroko) / 24 kg (dekton) / 22 kg (painted glass) -0,41m³

 www.bivaq.com

OTHERS Suitable for outddor use. Resistant to weathering and sunlight.

Club Collection is defined by its lightness  and straight lines 

that, depending on chosen colour,  can fit in different 

architectural spaces or atmospheres.

COUNYTRY OF ORIGIN Designed and manufactured in Barcelona, Spain

http://www.bivaq.com/

